Video Consulting Web App

Overview:
The client for this project is a renowned optical service provider in the USA with multiple stores located
in different places whereas doctors/refractionists can be available from different places than the store
availing the assistance. Client wanted to extend the eye test service between refractionist/doctor and
patient by including the video calling feature. The Mindfire team offered to develop a custom solution
using WebRTC technology.

Client Details:
Name: Confidential | Type: Healthcare | Location: USA

Technologies:
WebRTC, JavaScript, Node Socket.io

Project Description:
With various flows such as eyewear prescription renewal, refractive service, doctor conference the
client provides video consultation to the patients so that the testing can be done remotely without any
hassle. So in order to achieve the goal Mindfire team felt that the WebRTC technology can be the
solution to the required criteria. Hence using node.js Socket.io as a signaling server and WebRTC with
Javascript to achieve the peer connection and establish the video call the solution is offered.

Methodology followed:

Using WebRTC mesh topology we achieved and provided the solution to the
client where maximum of four users can be accommodated in the same call.

The development of the solution involved a thorough understanding of the requirements of the client.
The intent was to build a comprehensive solution with features to address the existing needs and the
ability to allow it to scale up effortlessly whenever needed. Find below elaboration of some of the
salient features built into the system and the causes which affected those.
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One of the primary intentions was to enable video consulting while performing refraction using
WebRTC and JavaScript and integration to their existing system which is being used to perform
some pre-exam for eye testing and send the data to the refractionist sitting on a different
location.
At first we used node.js socket.io to create a room where we can accommodate two users at
most(refractionist and patient) and signals to each other, for WebRTC this acts as a signaling
server.
When a patient visits the store they perform some pre exam and put the patient into the queue
after which that patient is being picked by the available refractionist to perform the refraction.
So there was a need for a solution for the video consulting where a refractionist will be the
initiator of that call. So we came up with some solution once the pre exam of a patient is done
and the refractionist will be able to click on the connect button to initiate the call.
Once the refractionist clicks on that connect button at the store where the patient sits there will
be a new window of the browser will open and appear with the refractionist’s remote video.
Hence two screens will be used one of which will be used for the video consultation and another
for performing the refraction.
There was also a need for disconnection ability at the refractionist side by which refractionist
can end the call while completing the refraction along with cross browser support such as
Mozilla, chrome, iPad safari etc.
Later the requirement was to accommodate more than two users in a single call. Hence we
enabled the support of maximum four users in a single call. Hence when a refractionist feels that
they want assistance from a doctor they can invite the same.
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Architecture Design:

Flow Diagram:
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Screenshots:
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